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Direct sales from catalogs and the Internet are growing at a
rapid rate. More direct sales mean more outbound packages —
and more returns.

To help businesses help their customers with returns, the Postal
Service recently introduced Parcel Return Service (PRS).

PRS was launched as a two-year pilot program on October 19,
2003. This new service offers convenience to customers and
provides lower rates to merchants who pick up returned parcels at
a Post Office or bulk mail center.

PRS provides three rate categories:
1. Return Delivery Unit: Merchants or their agents pick up parcels

from a delivery unit at a flat rate of $2.00 per piece.
2. Return Bulk Mail Center: Merchants or their agents pick up

parcels from a bulk mail center at rates starting at $2.10 to
$10.54 for machinable items up to 35 pounds and $3.45 to
$13.14 for nonmachinable items.

3. Bound Printed Matter Return Bulk Mail Center: Merchants or
their agents pick up qualifying Bound Printed Matter parcels
from a bulk mail center at rates starting at $1.63 to $5.17 for

eligible items up to 15 pounds.
PRS offers these important benefits:

• Lower rates.
• Increased customer satisfaction.
• Reduced handling costs.
• Reduced call volumes from customers inquiring about returns.
• Improved turnaround time for restocking and reselling items.
• Shippers may offer free returns to customers, or they may bill

customers later.
The biggest winner is the consumer, who enjoys the

convenience of preprinted, prepaid return labels and the ease of
handing a package to a letter carrier,
dropping it in a collection box, or taking it to
the Post Office. Consumers also appreciate
the reliable service they know and trust from
the Postal Service. “No one picks up
merchandise returns from households better

than we do,” says USPS Package Services Manager Jim
Cochrane. “We touch every household every day.”

For complete details, and to see how your
business may qualify to take advantage of reduced
rates for parcel returns, please visit www.usps.com/
parcelreturnservice. (PRS label samples on page 11)

Delivering results. That’s what we’re all about as
we work to transform the Postal Service. And
whenever you see the “Delivering Results” symbol,
you’ll know it means we’re making transformation a
part of everything we do.
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FEWER SACKS A GOOD THING:
USPS encourages mailers to use
pallets

“Put your publications on pallets
and save money.” That’s the message
the Postal Service is sending to
publishers.

In a new filing with the Postal Rate
Commission, the Postal Service is
offering mailers pricing incentives to
switch to Periodicals pallets and stop
using costly mail sacks. Pallets are
more cost-efficient because they hold
more volume than sacks and are
easier to transport.

The current experiment focuses on
smaller-circulation publications of
average weight and considerable
advertising content. The filing

proposes an expansion that would
provide incentives for heavier
publications with high editorial content,
specifically publications weighing more
than 9 ounces with less than
15 percent advertising content.

AFCS LEARNS TO READ: Upgrade
allows cancelers to sort mail

For years now, the Advanced Facer
Canceler System (AFCS) has been the
backbone of letter processing, allowing
mail to be postmarked and properly
oriented for automation processing.

Now, thanks to funding approved by
the Postal Service Board of Governors,
the 1,086 AFCSs in operation will
receive an optical character reader
(OCR) computer “upgrade,” allowing
them to scan and sort letter mail in
addition to their regular duties.

The enhancements provide
technology to replace 646 multi-line
optical character readers (MLOCRs)
with 395 new machines. Placing OCR
technology into AFCSs allows them to
bypass the MLOCR operation so letter
mail can be sorted sooner.

The upgrades will be added to
existing cancellation equipment and to
some new OCR/barcode sorters with
expanded sort capability. Reduced
handlings and significant savings are
expected in 2006 and 2007 when fully
deployed.

In the past five years, investing in
letter automation technology has
helped the Postal Service avoid
$3.9 billion in processing and delivery
costs. We’re reducing costs and
improving service — two key
objectives of the Transformation Plan.

Spring is finally here. That makes it a great time to reach out to potential
new customers and to grow your business. There’s no better tool to help you
do that than direct mail. It has the ultimate reach — six days a week to over
140 million delivery points. That door-to-door, community-to-community,
coast-to-coast reach makes contact like no other medium. While we mute TV
commercials, and delete e-mail ads that pile up in our in-boxes, most of us
look forward to getting the mail. Some 80 percent of consumers look at or
read their direct mail. And 25 percent — one potential customer out of every
four —  say that direct mail influences them to visit stores and websites
they’ve never gone to before.

Direct mail also can help you keep your customers loyal and coming back
for more. Digital printing is giving businesses the freedom to personalize the
mail like never before. Direct mail can let you customize your promotions to
the buying patterns and shopping needs of your best customers, boosting
loyalty and repeat business. No other advertising medium is as flexible or as
effective.

Put the mail to work for you this spring. Let it help you grow your
business, boost sales, and generate profits like never before.

Anita
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POSTAL REFORM – Postal Leaders
Testify at Joint Hearing

The Postal Service’s 34-year
business model is based on the
outdated assumption that rising First-
Class Mail volume will fund an ever-
expanding delivery network, said
Postal Board of Governors Chairman
David Fineman and Postmaster
General Jack Potter.

“We must face the simple fact that
our business model — established by
the 1970 Postal Reorganization Act —
is no longer valid,” Fineman told the
gathered congressional leaders. “The
time is now to provide the Board of
Governors and postal management
with new tools to meet the new
business environment it faces.”

Postal reform is fraught with
challenges, said Potter, “but the
rewards for the people of our nation
can’t be understated. If we are
successful in our efforts, we will
preserve the right of every American to
affordable, universal mail service.”

He added, “That is what we provide
today. That is what we want to be able
to provide for many years to come.”

“Mail volume has declined in each of
the last three years, dropping more
than 5 billion pieces from its peak in
2000,” said the PMG. During the same
three-year period, the number of
addresses the Postal Service served
increased by 5.4 million.

“In 2003, for the first time since the
Postal Service was reorganized 34
years ago, First-Class volume was
less than 50 percent of total mail
volume,” said Fineman. Total mail
volume was 202 billion — only
99 billion pieces were First-Class Mail.
Why the loss of volume? The Internet,
e-mail, faxes, and electronic bill-paying
were the stuff of science fiction in
1970.

While Standard Mail volume has
risen, it doesn’t contribute as much to
the Postal Service’s bottom line. “It
takes about three new pieces of
Standard Mail to make up for the loss
of one piece of First-Class Mail,” said
Fineman. The decline in First-Class

Mail volume took away $642 million in
revenue contribution last year, he
added.

Potter and Fineman thanked
Congress and the Administration for
passing legislation that prevented the
Postal Service from overfunding
CSRS. The law helped USPS reduce
its outstanding debt by more than one
third — from $11.1 billion to
$7.3 billion — in fiscal year 2003. It
will provide more debt relief this year.

“This same legislation, however,
creates new financial obligations that
increase costs,” said Potter. The law
forces the Postal Service to pick up
the $27 billion tab for military
retirement benefits earned by Postal

Service employees when they were in
military service. For every other federal
agency, this cost is borne by the
Treasury. “Military retirement costs
have no connection to the operation of
the Postal Service or the services it
provides,” said Potter.

And, in 2006, any savings realized
by CSRS will be placed in an escrow
fund controlled by Congress — not by
the Postal Service. “The escrow
account will be funded by postal
ratepayers through higher postage
rates,” said Potter. CSRS legislation
needs to be amended, he said, so
military retirement costs are returned
to the Treasury and the escrow
requirement is eliminated.

The mailers listed below are
certified by the Postal Service. Each
has met all the standards of the Mail
Preparation Total Quality Management
(MPTQM) program. The program is
based on ISO 9000, TQM, and the
Malcolm Baldrige criteria.

Companies are added to this list
when they pass a quality assurance
review and deleted from the list if they
fail a subsequent review.

 For information, visit the MPTQM
Web site at www.usps.com/mptqm or
send an email to
mptqm@email.usps.gov.

CORNER
CORNER
CORNER
CORNER
CORNER

Mail QualitMail QualitMail QualitMail QualitMail Qualityyyyy

Location Company
Akron, OH Centurion of Akron
Baltimore, MD Ancora Presort

Partners
Brockton, MA JLS Mailing Services
Cedar Rapids, IA PSI Group, Inc.
Charlotte, NC PSI Group, Inc.
Chesapeake, VA Chesapeake, First Data

Resources
Chicago, IL ZIP Mail Services, Inc.
Cincinnati, OH Harte-Hanks
Cleveland, OH Midwest Direct, Inc.
Des Moines, IA Mail Services, L.C.
Dallas, TX PSI Group, Inc.
Denver, CO Rocky Mountain Mail
Detroit, MI ZIP Mail Services, Inc.
Downers Grove, IL Automated Presort, Inc.

Farmingdale, NY Fala Sorting Services, Inc.
Federal Way, WA Capital One
Freedom, PA Mailing Services of

Pittsburgh
Fullerton, CA Harte-Hanks
Glen Allen, VA Capital One
Grand Prairie, TX Harte-Hanks
Grand Rapids, MI Presort Services, Inc.
Greensboro, NC Excalibur Presort Service
Harrison, NJ Horizon Blue Cross
Hillboro, OR Xerox Offsite

Facilities Management
Houston, TX PSI Group, Inc.
Jefferson City, MO AAA Mailing Service
Kansas City, KS PSI Group
Lansing, MI Presort Services, Inc.
Las Vegas, NV PSI Group, Inc.
Lincoln, NE PSI Group, Inc.
Minneapolis, MN Impact Mailing
Omaha, NE First Data Resources
Omaha, NE PSI Group, Inc.
Phoenix, AZ PSI Group, Inc.
Pine Brook NJ PSI Group, Inc.
Pittsburgh, PA Pittsburgh Mailing
Roanoke, VA Automated Mailing Sys.
St. Louis, MO St. Louis Presort, Inc.
St. Louis, MO ZIP Mail Services, Inc.
San Fernando, CA Ancora Presort Partners
San Francisco, CA PSI Group, Inc.
Seattle, WA PSI Group, Inc.
South Bend, IN On Line Data
Topeka, KS American Presort, Inc.
Weston, FL American Express GMS
Wilkes Barre, PA Harte-Hanks

Location CompanyMPTQM-Certified Mailers



Ease of UseEase of UseEase of UseEase of UseEase of UseMaking it easier for customers to use the Postal Service

Have a Question?Have a Question?Have a Question?Have a Question?Have a Question?
Let “A Customer’s Guide to Mailing” Be Your Answer

Are you looking for a way to find
mailing products and services quickly
and easily? Do you need to know
about delivery options? Are you

moving? A Customer’s Guide to Mailing is available now at
your Post Office. The guide contains information on the
products and services most commonly used by retail
consumers and small business mailers.

Learn about your mailing options for bills, cards, and
letters, and shipping merchandise and gifts across the
country or around the world. Take advantage of all delivery
options and learn the different ways you can receive your
mail. A Customer’s Guide to Mailing will help you find
mailing and shipping solutions and save money. You can
learn how to change your address online when you move or
have us hold your mail while you’re away on vacation.

We want our customers to know more, have a positive
mailing experience, and choose the best products and
services to meet their needs. Pick up a copy at your local
Post Office or read it online at www.usps.com.

A Customer’s Guide to Mailing is available also in
Spanish and Chinese in many Post Offices.

INFO @ USPSINFO @ USPSINFO @ USPSINFO @ USPSINFO @ USPS
SMALL BUSINESS TOOLSSMALL BUSINESS TOOLSSMALL BUSINESS TOOLSSMALL BUSINESS TOOLSSMALL BUSINESS TOOLS

QUESTIONS?QUESTIONS?QUESTIONS?QUESTIONS?QUESTIONS?

SHIPPING INFORMASHIPPING INFORMASHIPPING INFORMASHIPPING INFORMASHIPPING INFORMATIONTIONTIONTIONTION
Get new customers.
Meet customer demand.
Around town or around the world.
www.usps.com

We have answers.
Rates and mailing information.
ZIP Codes.
Post Office locations.
Much, much more.
1-800-ASK-USPS

Express Mail, Priority Mail, and
package support line.
1-800-222-1811

PRINT LPRINT LPRINT LPRINT LPRINT LABELABELABELABELABELSSSSS
Your shipping label is just a
Click-N-Ship away.
www.usps.com/clicknship

BRINGING THE POSTBRINGING THE POSTBRINGING THE POSTBRINGING THE POSTBRINGING THE POST
OFFICE TO YOUOFFICE TO YOUOFFICE TO YOUOFFICE TO YOUOFFICE TO YOU
Visit www.usps.com.

SIMPLE FORMULSIMPLE FORMULSIMPLE FORMULSIMPLE FORMULSIMPLE FORMULASASASASAS
Use the mail to grow your business.
Order a kit.
1-800-THE-USPS, ext. AD443
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The PostalOne! system, developed by Marketing and
Information Technology, offers an electronic suite of services
that automates and simplifies many business mailing
processes. The PostalOne! system provides customers
with improved mail acceptance, expanded electronic
payment options, and enhanced access to account and
mailing information.

PostalOne! mailers have been taking advantage of
electronic postage statements for Standard Mail for some
time. With the introduction of Wizard Web Services and
enhancements to the Postage Statement Wizard in the
PostalOne! system, virtually all mailers with Internet
access can submit postage statements electronically.

Mailers may electronically submit their mailing data to
the PostalOne! system using a file format called “Mail.dat,”
and postage statements can be accessed online as soon
as the clerk verifies the mail. In addition, commercial

Send Postage Statements the Easy Way —Send Postage Statements the Easy Way —Send Postage Statements the Easy Way —Send Postage Statements the Easy Way —Send Postage Statements the Easy Way —
Via the PostalOne! System

software vendors are modifying their software so that their
customers can automatically submit postage statements.
We call this the “Wizard Web Service,” and these vendors
are expected to have products available this year.

Mailers can also generate printed postage statements
with the Postage Statement Wizard at www.usps.com/
postalone/guides.htm. The Wizard is a free, Internet-based
tool that allows customers to complete postage statements
online, save the data on their local computers, and print out
statements to take to their local business mail entry unit.
Beginning later this year, the Postage Statement Wizard
will allow customers to submit information directly to the
PostalOne! system.

We invite you to check out our Web site at
www.usps.com/postalone for more information about the
features and benefits of the PostalOne! system and how to
get started.

TTTTTalk About Online Conveniencealk About Online Conveniencealk About Online Conveniencealk About Online Conveniencealk About Online Convenience
11111  Click. Click. Click. Click. Click.

22222  Print. Print. Print. Print. Print.

33333  Ship. Ship. Ship. Ship. Ship.

Click on www.usps.com/clicknship to get started. All you need is a PC, printer, and
Internet connection.

Print your label with or without postage. It’s simple. Fill in your mailing information, enter the
weight of the package and choose your shipping option: Express Mail or Priority Mail. Then
if you want to pay for postage, use your credit card.

Ship your package. Affix the printed label to your package and choose how to
ship your package.

As a bonus you’ll get Delivery Confirmation service at no charge
when you print Priority Mail labels!
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If you pay online with a credit card:
• Hand your packages to your letter carrier at the time of regular delivery for

no charge.
• Or, visit www.usps.com/pickup for package pick up options.
• Or, Drop it off at the Post Office or one of our conveniently located collection

boxes.
If you pay at the Post Office:
• Drop it off at the Post Office counter.
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DMMDMMDMMDMMDMMRevisions

DMMDMMDMMDMMDMMWhat’s New in the Domestic Mail Manual?
The online DMM is updated monthly and is available via Postal Explorer at http://pe.usps.gov.

Customized MarketMail — Addressing, Attachments, and Mail Preparation

Effective March 4, 2004, portions of DMM E610, E660,
M072, and M660 have been revised to amend or clarify the
standards for Customized MarketMail (CMM) service for the
following:
• Addressing.
• Standard Mail attachments.
• Mail preparation including packaging, labeling, and

containerization.
These revisions include adding two enhancements to

CMM service: (1) using complete standard delivery
addresses, and (2) affixing Standard Mail attachments.
Both enhancements were requested by mailers and by
direct marketing organizations not long after the launch of
CMM service on August 10, 2003.

Addressing
Revised DMM E660.1.2 adds the option of using a

standard addressing format under DMM A010 to the
approved formats for addressing CMM pieces. The standard
addressing format is a complete delivery address containing
the name of the intended recipient (addressee).

This option is in addition to the two alternative
addressing formats permitted for CMM pieces. CMM
mailers may not, however, use the simplified address format
under DMM A020.2.0. The two permitted alternative
addressing formats are as follows:
• Occupant address format under DMM A020.3.0. That is,

“Occupant,” “Resident,” “Householder,” or “Postal
Customer” used in place of an addressee name.

• Exceptional address format under DMM A020.4.0. That
is, “or Current Resident” or “or Current Occupant” used
with the recipient’s name such as “Jane Doe or Current
Resident.”
Including the optional use of complete standard delivery

addresses on CMM pieces directly meets the needs of
mailers, marketers, and advertisers who prefer preparing
CMM pieces with complete standard delivery addresses for
targeting specific market segments or who must use such
addressing formats for observing certain requirements in
fulfilling customer requests to offers and solicitations. The
three addressing formats now available for CMM mailers are
shown in the following chart.

Regardless of which of the three address formats is
used, all CMM pieces must still include the endorsement
“Carrier — Leave If No Response,” as specified in DMM
D042. This endorsement ensures that a deliverable CMM
piece is to be left in a safe location near the recipient’s mail
receptacle if the piece cannot be placed inside the
receptacle.

CMM pieces may not bear an ancillary service
endorsement, either on the host CMM piece or on any
attachment to the CMM piece (see the following section,
“Standard Mail Attachments”). As with all Standard Mail
pieces not bearing an ancillary service endorsement, CMM
pieces that are undeliverable-as-addressed (UAA) may not
be forwarded or returned. All UAA CMM pieces not
otherwise deliverable under DMM D042 must be disposed of
by the Postal Service.

Standard Mail Attachments
Revised DMM E610.4.2 clarifies that incidental First-

Class Mail attachments and enclosures are not permitted
with CMM pieces, regardless of content of the CMM piece.
This clarification also supports revised DMM E610.4.5,
which now permits mailers to attach to CMM pieces
Standard Mail matter up to 1/4 inch thick.

Permissible attachments could include business reply
mail (BRM) cards or envelopes, individual coupons or

Addressing Adressing
Format Example

Standard JANE DOE
3801 WALNUT ST
KANSAS CITY MO  64111-1517

Alternative OCCUPANT
(Occupant) 3801 WALNUT ST

KANSAS CITY MO  64111-1517

Alternative JANE DOE OR CURRENT RESIDENT
(Exceptional) 3801 WALNUT ST

KANSAS CITY MO  64111-1517
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coupon booklets, thin merchandise samples, advertising
magnets, pockets containing inserts, and other types of
marketing material. Before this revision, attachments of
Standard Mail matter were permitted with Standard Mail
service only if the host pieces were sorted to carrier routes.

The face of the attachment (that is, the visible side or
part of the attachment) must not bear any rate marking or
endorsement not permitted for the host piece. At the time of
mailing, the CMM piece must show only one complete
delivery address. If the attachment is a reply card, the
address for returning the piece must not be visible. For
example, the delivery address side of BRM card must be
the side used for attaching the piece to the host piece in
order to conceal the First-Class Mail marking and the BRM
markings and return delivery address.

An attachment is considered part of the CMM piece for
determining maximum mailing weight and dimensions. Any
CMM piece bearing an attachment must not exceed the
maximum weight of 3.3 ounces or the maximum thickness
of 3/4 inch at the thickest point of the CMM piece. Folded
or multipage attachments must be secured with tabs or
similar devices to prevent their opening during handling.

Every piece in the CMM mailing using attachments must
bear an identical-weight attachment but not necessarily the
same attachment. Because many CMM mailings are
national in preparation and distribution but often segmented
by market for local delivery, a mailer may want to attach
coupons with different addresses or designs representing
different local stores or dealers.

No matter how designed or configured, CMM
attachments must not interfere with the processing or
delivery of the host CMM piece. CMM pieces with
attachments must meet all physical requirements that are
specific to CMM service, including size and flexibility.

For purposes of the definition of attachments, magnet
strips that are bonded to the host piece are not considered
attachments but an integral part of the construction of the
CMM piece. Many mailers affix these strips to their pieces
to allow customers to adhere the entire CMM piece to a
metal surface such as a filing cabinet in the office or a
refrigerator in the home.

Mail Preparation
These revised standards specify that CMM mailings may

be prepared for distribution to destination delivery units
using standard Postal Service letter trays, flat trays, or
sacks as well as Postal Service-supplied mailing envelopes
and boxes (e.g., Priority Mail boxes) and mailer-supplied
containers. The standards for required and optional
packaging and containerizing are also clarified to give

mailers the greatest flexibility in preparing CMM pieces for
mailing.

Priority Mail and Express Mail drop shipments may be
prepared, as appropriate, in Postal Service Express Mail
pouches and Priority Mail sacks, as well as in Postal
Service Express Mail and Priority Mail boxes and
envelopes. As an alternative to Postal Service Priority Mail
sacks, boxes, and envelopes, Postal Service letter trays
may be used for Priority Mail drop shipment if the mailer
affixes Label 23, Priority Mail Drop Shipment. Mailer-
supplied containers, such as cartons and envelopes, may
also be used for Express Mail and Priority Mail drop
shipments.

This clarification also provides that mailer-supplied
Priority Mail and Express Mail drop shipment containers
must show the appropriate instruction “Postmaster - Open
and Distribute.”

Additionally, this revision requires the use of Tag 157,
Express Mail Drop Shipment, for Express Mail drop
shipments not prepared in Express Mail pouches and Tag
159, Priority Mail Drop Shipment Tag, for Priority Mail drop
shipments not prepared in Priority Mail sacks. Mailer-
produced facsimiles of Tags 157 and 159, including
adhesive label designs or tags incorporated into the address
labels used on the containers, may be approved by the
local business mail entry office.

Because Express Mail and Priority Mail drop shipments
do not require PS Form 8125, Plant-Verified Drop Shipment
(PVDS) Verification and Clearance, securing the tags to the
drop shipment pouches or sacks or affixing the tags to the
outside of the mailing containers remains critical for efficient
distribution as well as revenue assurance.

At the time of verification of the drop shipments, Postal
Service acceptance employees stamp and initial these tags
to ensure proper verification of postage payment for the
mailpieces inside the mailing containers. At the time of
receipt of the drop shipments at the destination facility,
Postal Service employees opening and distributing the
contents of the drop shipments check the tag to determine
that the mail had been properly accepted.

Reference Information
In support of CMM service, the Postal Service maintains

a Web site dedicated to updated information on CMM
service at www.usps.com/customizedmarketmail. This site
includes frequently asked questions, testimonials, benefits,
a list of commercial printers, and a special Quick Service
Guide on CMM service, as well as links to related
information on using the mail for selling products and
services.
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Effective March 1, 2004, Express Mail Two-Day service
is no longer available for mail destined for ZIP Code areas
969 and 96799. These ZIP Codes include areas of Guam,
Palau, Federated States of Micronesia, the Northern
Mariana Islands, the Marshall Islands, and American

Express Mail Service — Guam and Other Pacific Islands
Samoa. This change does not affect originating Express
Mail two-day service from ZIP Code areas 969 and 96799.

Express Mail service to these ZIP Codes will still be
available to customers through custom-designed service
agreements. Priority Mail service is also available to these
areas and offers a time-valued alternative.

Effective March 4, 2004, DMM P014.4.17 was revised to
remove the requirement that mailers submit PS Form 3553,
Coding Accuracy Support System (CASS) Summary
Report, with each mailing for which a value added refund
(VAR) is requested. This change aligns the text in DMM
P014.4.17 with that in DMM A950.5.2, which does not

Value Added Refund Mailings

Effective March 4, 2004, DMM P014 was revised to allow
refunds for unused, undated metered postage. This mailing
standard will benefit any mailer who generates significant
quantities of unused, undated metered postage and meets
the refund criteria. In addition, this revision includes minor
clarifications to the mailing standards for refunds of unused,
dated meter indicia. Portions of P014 are reorganized to
consolidate all of the information related to submitting a
refund request for unused meter indicia. Also included is a
clarification to specify that a contract postal unit (CPU) will
handle refunds for unused meter indicia in accordance with
the contract each CPU has executed with the Postal
Service for the sale of metered postage.

Inclusion of a date in meter indicia is optional for
Standard Mail and Package Services items. Mailers may
choose to omit the date to increase their production
flexibility and allow them to deposit the mailing at any time.

The DMM is revised to allow the Postal Service to grant
a refund for undated metered mail when the mailer can
provide sufficient documentation with the refund request to

require that mailers submit PS Form 3553 for each mailing
made at the automation rates or carrier route rates at the
time of mailing. Mailers must retain PS Form 3553 for 1
year from the date of mailing and, if requested, make it
available to the Postal Service within 24 hours.

Refunds for Undated Metered Mail

support and validate the proper amount of the refund, the
date the mailing was prepared, and the validity of the indicia
on the mailpieces. The existing time restrictions for dated
metered mail apply to undated metered mail.
Additionally, refunds for unused, undated metered postage
will be considered only when the customer submits at least
500 mailpieces from a single mailing or indicia worth at
least $500 from a single mailing, along with the required
supporting documentation. When more than one meter was
used to prepare the mailing, a separate PS Form 3533,
Application and Voucher for Refund of Postage, Fees, and
Services, must be submitted for each meter used to print
the unused indicia submitted for refund.

Mailers concerned about their inability to obtain a refund
for unused, undated metered postage because they have
less than the required mail volume or cannot provide the
required documentation should use dated meter indicia or
permit imprint for their Standard Mail and Package Services
mailpieces, as permitted, in lieu of undated meter indicia.

Effective March 4, 2004, DMM P030.10.1 was revised to
allow ink jet-applied date corrections on metered flats just
above the barcode when an ink jet printer is used to apply
the barcode under the placement requirements in C840.3.0.

For all postage evidencing systems except PC Postage
systems, a date correction must show the actual date of
deposit and zero postage value (“0.00”). On letter-size mail,
the date correction is placed on the nonaddress side in the
upper right corner or on the address side in the lower left
corner. On flat-size mail or parcels, the date correction
must be placed next to the original indicium, except when

Date Corrections on Metered Flats

applied by an ink jet printer on barcoded flats.
The mailer may use an ink jet printer to correct the date

in the indicia on mailpieces in barcoded mailings if the text,
preceded by two asterisks and showing the actual date of
deposit, city, state, and 3-digit ZIP Code of the mailing
office, is placed above the address block and below the
indicia. Alternatively, on flat-size mailpieces in barcoded
mailings only, the mailer may use an ink jet printer to apply
the date correction just above the barcode when the
barcode is applied by an ink jet printer in accordance with
C840.3.0.
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Effective April 1, 2004, DMM A020 was revised to
specify when alternative addressing formats may be used
and to clarify the differences between the various formats.

Three types of alternative addressing formats may be
used in lieu of the typical addressing format (i.e.,
addressee name; delivery address; city, state, and ZIP
Code).

The alternative addressing formats are as follows:
• A simplified address format (such as “Postal Customer”)

with no actual delivery address.

Alternative Addressing Formats
• An occupant address format with a generic customer

reference and a specific delivery address.
• An exceptional address format with traditional

addressing elements and an “Or Current Resident”
alternative to provide for  delivery even if the specific
addressee is no longer at the address.
In addition, postage payment options for mailpieces with

simplified addresses are specified and prohibit the use of
uncanceled stamps to enable efficient handling and
processing of this mail. Corresponding sections of DMM
E050 and F010 also are revised.

Delivery Confirmation and Signature Confirmation Services — Use With
First-Class Mail Parcels and Package Services Parcels

In July 2003, the DMM was revised to clarify when it is
permissible to use Delivery Confirmation service or
Signature Confirmation service with mailpieces entered at
First-Class Mail or Package Services rates. This revision
clarifies that, for those two classes of mail, Delivery
Confirmation service or Signature Confirmation service may
be used only for parcels and not for letter-size mail or flat-
size mail.

As part of the DMM revision, the general term “box,”
which was used in the original language of those mailing
standards, is replaced with the specific definitions of a
parcel as currently defined in DMM C050 for machinable
parcels, irregular parcels, and outside parcels.

In the case of First-Class Mail parcels and Package
Services parcels, these revised standards support both a
customer need and an operational requirement to maintain
high rates of scanning of Delivery Confirmation barcodes
and Signature Confirmation barcodes by segregating
Delivery Confirmation pieces and Signature Confirmation
pieces from letter-size and flat-size mail. First-Class Mail or
Package Services mailpieces prepared as parcels as
specified in revised DMM S918.1.2c and S919.1.2c are
eligible for either of those special services.

By using the existing standards for parcels and their
readily known definitions to determine what constitutes a

parcel, the Postal Service can clearly define a parcel for
purposes of using Delivery Confirmation service or Signature
Confirmation service. This should reduce the subjectivity of
determining what distinguishes a “parcel” from a “flat” or a
“letter.”

Service Restrictions
Customers and Postal Service employees are reminded

of these class-specific uses of Delivery Confirmation service
and Signature Confirmation service:
• Priority Mail: all Priority Mail pieces, regardless

of mail processing category, are eligible for Delivery
Confirmation service or Signature Confirmation service.

• First-Class Mail: only parcels are eligible for
Delivery Confirmation service or Signature Confirmation
service.

• Package Services: only parcels are eligible for Delivery
Confirmation service or Signature Confirmation service.

• Standard Mail: only pieces subject to the
residual shape surcharge are eligible for Delivery
Confirmation service (and only for the electronic option).
Standard Mail pieces, regardless of mail processing
category or whether a residual shape surcharge is
applied, are not eligible for any form of Signature
Confirmation service.

Media Mail
Items eligible for mailing at Media Mail rates are

restricted to those listed in DMM E713.1. A recent DMM
revision allows sound recordings to contain incidental
announcements of other sound recordings and guides or
scripts prepared solely for use with such recordings. Note
that video recordings are classified as a type of sound
recording. Computer-readable CD-ROMs are eligible for
Media Mail rates while game cartridges are not eligible.

Books sent as Media Mail may contain no advertising
other than incidental announcements of other books.  As a
reminder, catalogs and publications authorized for
Periodicals rates are not considered to be books and
therefore are not eligible at Media Mail rates.

Mailers should note that the Postal Service may open
and inspect Media Mail packages to ensure the contents
qualify for Media Mail rates.

DMMDMMDMMDMMDMMReminders



In October the Postal Service
revised and added barcodes to the
five pressure-sensitive presort
destination package labels
(stickers). Barcodes on the new
pressure-sensitive labels benefit the
Postal Service by allowing presorted
packages to be scanned and sorted
efficiently by our Automated
Package Processing System
(APPS). The new label design does
not change mail preparation or
current mailing standards.

Mailers should begin using the
new barcoded format immediately.
This five-month extension from the
original April 1, 2004,
implementation date should ensure
that Post Offices and mailers have
the labels before the fall mailing
season begins.

Extensive information on the new
labels, along with the supporting
changes to the DMM, appeared in
the article “DMM Revision: Presort
Destination Package Labels — New
Barcoded Format” in the October 30, 2003, Postal Bulletin.

DMMDMMDMMDMMDMMNotices

Barcoded Pressure-Sensitive Package Labels
Deadline for use extended from April 1 to September 1, 2004

When business reply mail (BRM) permit holders relocate,
they should stop distribution of all BRM displaying their old
address. However, if they have some BRM still in circulation
that they want delivered to their new business address, the
BRM permit holder can file a change-of-address order for the
reply pieces.

BRM is forwarded in one of two ways:
(1) If a BRM account is still active at the Post Office
serving the old address, the applicable First-Class Mail
postage and BRM per piece fees are deducted from the
account. The Post Office forwards the BRM pieces under
postal cover directly to the BRM permit holder’s new
address.

Business Reply Mail — Change of Address

(2) If the permit holder has applied for a new BRM
account and has paid the annual BRM fee at the Post
Office serving the new address, the BRM pieces are
forwarded — separately or in batches — to the postage
due unit at the new Post Office. The applicable First-
Class Mail postage and BRM per piece fees are
deducted from their new account.
In either case, the permit holder is responsible for paying

only the applicable First-Class Mail postage and BRM per
piece fees for the forwarded pieces. Because BRM is First-
Class Mail, it is forwarded at no additional cost for months
1 through 12, as indicated in DMM F010.5.1.
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Label colors do not change: MXD (tan), ADC (light red), 3-digit (green), 5-digit (red), Firm (blue).
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Parcel Select Return Service – RDU

Parcel Select Return Service – RBMC

Bound Printed Matter Return Service – RBMC

1.1.1.1.1. LeLeLeLeLegggggend Boend Boend Boend Boend Boxxxxx
Identifies the service offering (Parcel Select or
Bound Printed Matter) and contains the company
name and permit number.

2.2.2.2.2. PPPPParararararcel Rcel Rcel Rcel Rcel Returetureturetureturn Sern Sern Sern Sern Service Barvice Barvice Barvice Barvice Barcodecodecodecodecode
Used for sorting and manifesting.

3.3.3.3.3. Address BlockAddress BlockAddress BlockAddress BlockAddress Block
Desired pick-up location — either the delivery
unit or bulk mail center (BMC). For delivery unit
PRS labels use the street address of the delivery
unit. For BMC PRS labels no BMC street address is
shown. All BMC PRS labels carry a valid “569” ZIP
Code with 5-digit a range of 56900 through 56999.

4.4.4.4.4. Mailer IdentificationMailer IdentificationMailer IdentificationMailer IdentificationMailer Identification
Identifies the shipper or agent.

Sample PSample PSample PSample PSample Parararararcel Rcel Rcel Rcel Rcel Returetureturetureturn Sern Sern Sern Sern Service Lavice Lavice Lavice Lavice Labelsbelsbelsbelsbels

1.

2.

4.

3.

1.

2.

4.

3.

1.

2.

4.

3.



* Clip and enclose a complete address block from the back of your Companion — or enclose at least the long number at the top
(such as “1234 5678 9012 3456”).
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ASKASKASKASKASKDrDrDrDrDr..... Bar Bar Bar Bar Barcodecodecodecodecode

Send questions regarding mail
preparation, standards, or

regulations to
“Ask Dr. Barcode”

via e-mail to drbar@usps.gov or fax
to 703-292-3876. The good doctor
will select one or two of the most

challenging questions for
publication.

Q. How do you measure the length
and girth of a car tire?

A. Thank you for the question.
Sometimes a picture is worth a
thousand words. I offer the following
illustration:

Doctors Note: Oh boy, did the good
doctor stir things up last month with the
question regarding forwarding business
reply mail (BRM). I’ve never received so
much e-mail (Thank you, writers). The
information provided last month is
correct. BRM is First-Class Mail and,
therefore, can be forwarded as stated in
the article. What the question didn’t ask,
and I didn’t provide, is how it is done.
You can find this information on page 10
of this Companion, in the article titled
“Business Reply Mail — Change of
Address.”


